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Gap Between Student Training and Research Needs
HEP (and increasingly also NP, astro, etc) continues to be an computationally 
intensive and data driven field with innovative data processing techniques.

There is a gap between what students are trained in when they enter research:
● simple statistical techniques
● introductory programming

… and what HEP research requires:
● advanced statistical tools (AI/ML)
● software engineering skills
● programming for HPC and HTC

True for leading research universities,
but especially true for smaller institutions.



But, How Do We Offer Software Training Scalably?
HEP Software Foundation Community White Paper Working Group – Training, 
Staffing and Careers (2018), arXiv: 1807.02875 [physics.ed-ph]

● Provide incentives and encouragement to offer software training,
● Assign credit to software development as a scientific discipline, including 

training activities,
● Establish policies for the hiring and retention of researchers specialising in 

computing,
● Address the gap in formal software training that is not always given by 

universities as part of a physicist’s education.

HEP Software Foundation Community White Paper,https://arxiv.org/pdf/1807.02875.pdf

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1807.02875.pdf


Analysis of Types of Software Skills Needed
Software Training in HEP (2021), DOI: 10.1007/s41781-021-00069-9

1. Fundamental and generic software engineering (e.g., unix, version control, 
C++, and continuous integration),

2. Domain-specific HEP packages and practices (e.g., the ROOT data format 
and analysis framework),

3. More advanced knowledge involving specialized techniques, including 
programming for HPC and HTC, machine learning and data science tools, 
and techniques to maintain software projects at all scales.

This is forming the basis for the activities
of the HSF Training Working Group!

Software Training in HEP, DOI: 10.1007/s41781-021-00069-9

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s41781-021-00069-9


Software Training Pyramid
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https://iris-hep.org/ssc.html



HSF Training Partners
Partner organizations
Working with experiment training groups, HEP initiatives supported by NSF (such as IRIS-HEP, FIRST-HEP), by CERN 
(SIDIS), and organisations like Software Carpentry

●
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Joint goals
● Standardizing of software training curriculum
● Facilitating coordination between experiments (e.g. in coordination with the HSF Data Analysis working group, 

e.g. July 27 “Data analysis training in HEP experiments”, https://indico.cern.ch/event/1175097/)
● Providing guidelines for organization of HEP software training events, whether in-person or virtual,

see e.g. https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/training/howto-event.html 

https://iris-hep.org/
https://first-hep.org/
https://sidis.web.cern.ch
https://software-carpentry.org/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1175097/
https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/training/howto-event.html


Until 2020: In-Person Training Workshops

HSF Training software tutorials through 2020:
● In-person participation only (or self-study)
● Approximately 35 participants per workshop

Impact on ecological and social sustainability:
● Typical carbon footprint ~0.5 t CO2e / person:

○ Intra-continental travel: 0.4 t CO2e per person
○ Hotel stays: ~25 kg CO2e per person per night
○ Compare with estimated average EU (US) annual carbon 

footprint of 7 (16) t CO2e per person
○ A workshop increases one’s footprint by 5% to 10%

● Travel limits the accessibility to research 
groups with access to sufficient grant funding



2020: HSF Training Pivot to Virtual Workshops
Shift to virtual training events over the past 3 years:
● COVID-motivated, but this new training modality is here to stay
● Since 2018: 17 online software trainings, 1300+ participants trained
● Broader participation from HEP and related fields, beyond CERN focus

Advantages of virtual workshops:
● Large worldwide audience (few 10s to 100+), basic training offered ~quarterly
● Recording and archiving of entire workshops
● Logistics easier: no PC rooms

But also disadvantages:
● Lower engagement, distractions
● Meaningful interactions harder



Training Curriculum: The Basics
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HSF Software Training Center:
hepsoftwarefoundation.org/
  training/curriculum.html

https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/training/curriculum.html
https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/training/curriculum.html


Typical HSF/Carpentries Training Layout: Docker
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Regular Schedule of Training Workshops



Next Workshop: September 28-30 (indico)
September 28:

● Unix shell
● Git

September 29:

● Python

September 30:

● Uproot and Scikit-HEP
● ROOT and Jupyter
● RDataFrame in Python

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1190572/


HSF Training Workshop: Challenges
● As a Carpentries member, we can offer several workshops with instructors 

from the global Carpentries community: not always familiar with HEP (but 
that’s generally OK for the basics of python, unix shell, git).

● We have facilitated HSF community members in becoming certified 
Carpentries instructors so we can be less dependent on Carpentries.

● We need to find additional community instructors because of limited 
resources of developers of ROOT, scikit-hep,…

● We need to develop a pipeline of educators, from students to mentors to 
primary instructors.



And Join Our Efforts
● As a facilitator (organization of a virtual training 

workshop, e.g. targeted to a specific community)
● As an instructor: no Carpentries training required 

for the HEP-specific components, and you will 
gain teaching experience

● As a mentor during an upcoming workshop: best 
way to get your feet wet :-)

Weekly meetings: Mondays at 4pm CEST
https://indico.cern.ch/category/10294/ 
Open to all!

https://indico.cern.ch/category/10294/


Further Information on HSF Training Workshops
● Training events: https://indico.cern.ch/category/11386/
● Material: All the training modules developed so far resides:

https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/training/curriculum.html 
● Community: Our training community is listed here:

https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/training/community.html 
● Procedure: how to request and organize a training:

https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/training/howto-event.html 

Funding: Provided by the IRIS-HEP/FIRST-HEP

https://indico.cern.ch/category/11386/
https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/training/curriculum.html
https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/training/community.html
https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/training/howto-event.html




IRIS-HEP Training Grand Challenge 2 (Nov 1, 2021)
Scalability

● All students and postdocs should be able to receive training in both 
the introductory material and the more advanced material.

● Scale with the number of incoming students each year.

Sustainability
● Community processes for continuous renewal of both instructors 

and training materials.

Training Scope
● Curriculum with introductory, intermediate, and advanced material
● Broadly meet the needs of the community.
● Evolve over time as needed.

Diversity and Inclusion
● Participation should represent our community.
● Aim to represent society at large through earlier engagement in 

training pipeline.
IRIS-HEP Training Grand Challenge, https://indico.cern.ch/event/1088551/ 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1088551/

